
Here is our prayer for the week. I invite you to contemplate it daily: 
 
Exercising your spiritual muscles by accepting new ideas makes you 
aware of the wonder of it all. By knowing that all things, people, 
situations, and events are spiritual, you live in the amazement of the 
spirit. Truth, love, and beauty can be seen in everything. It is as 
though you suddenly saw colors for the first time. 
~ Raymond Charles Barker, The Power of Decision 
The loving magnanimous intelligence that creates worlds, animates and 
keeps all of life in perfect order. It is this same divine presence that has 
given life to me and all those around me. 
I unify with this divinity Whose life is my life now, knowing that it 
surrounds, indwells, and fulfils itself by means of me.  
If ever I find myself in doubt of my dharma, in my efforts to clarify my 
purpose and goals, I turn with a quiet mind to this divine light and love 
that indwells within my heart.  
I realize a full life that has no stress or strain in it. These have been left 
behind to become nothing. They always were nothing, but by not 
knowing spiritual ideas I have made their nothingness into something 
that I thought was real. 
A new dimension seems to be added to everything and I am able to see 
opportunities and feel constant higher direction that fulfills my sense of 
purpose and dharma in my life. I find myself in the right places knowing 
what to say and to whom and feel a sense of fulfillment as I live my life 
in service to all.  
I am eternally grateful for this spiritual understanding. 
As I speak my word and release into universal Law, that makes it so, 
right now. 
And so it is.  
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